WORLD EXPORT
DEVELOPMENT FORUM
TRADE FOR SUCCESS: CONNECT, COMPETE, CHANGE
Colombo, Sri Lanka – 12-13 October 2016
The World Export Development Forum (WEDF) is a unique global conference and business-tobusiness matchmaking event dedicated to supporting trade-led development.
As the flagship event of the International Trade Centre (ITC), WEDF brings together over 600 senior
policymakers, business leaders, and representatives of trade and investment support institutions and
international trade agencies to address trade competitiveness topics and to establish new
partnerships.
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The 16 edition of WEDF will be co-hosted by ITC and the Ministry of Development Strategies and
International Trade of Sri Lanka through the Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB).
ITC is the only United Nations organization with an exclusive focus on assisting small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) to internationalize. In Sri Lanka, where 91% of businesses are SMEs, EDB
is the key agency promoting linkages to international markets and partners.
Sri Lanka has surpassed most of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) targets set for 2015
and is today a middle-income country offering new trade and investment opportunities at a strategic
location along the new maritime Silk Road in the Indian Ocean.

Trade for Success: Connect, Compete, Change
Under the theme ‘Trade for Success: Connect, Compete, Change’, WEDF 2016 will focus on helping
SMEs flourish in regional and global value chains against the backdrop of new trade realities: the
digitalization of the global economy, dramatic shifts in consumer demand and buying power, and new
patterns of regional integration.
CONNECT
As megaregions such as TPP and TTIP emerge, the voice of business is essential to shaping
strategies for national competitiveness.
COMPETE
Digital doors to trade are opening for SMEs to compete in the global economy.
CHANGE
Standards are an SME gateway to global markets. They reflect changing consumer demand for
greater social, environmental and health accountability in trade.
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Why attend WEDF 2016?
WEDF 2016 is designed for all those who are responsible for driving and contributing to SME
innovation and internationalization.
Join us in Sri Lanka for high-level panel discussions, practical workshops and B2B meetings to:
•
•
•
•
•

get access to latest knowledge on policies and business strategies to navigate the new global
trade environment
connect with experts on a wide range of trade issues, including standards, trade facilitation
and logistics
find solutions to overcome key barriers to trade and to increase competitiveness
discover how to respond affectively to shifting consumer trends such as in tourism
sign new business deals with partners from Sri Lanka and around the world in facilitated B2B
meetings

WEDF Themes over 16 years
2015 Sustainable Trade: Innovate, Invest, Internationalize
2014 SMEs: Creating jobs through trade
2012 Linking growth markets: New dynamics in global trade
2011 Private sector engagement with LDCs for tourism- led growth and inclusive sustainable
development
2010 Adapting to post-crisis world trade patterns, and lessons for export development
2008 Consumer Conscience: How Environment and Ethics are Influencing Exports
2007 Bringing Down the Barriers – Charting a Dynamic Export Development Agenda
2006 Export Development and Poverty Reduction: Linkages and Implications for Export StrategyMakers
2005 Export of Services: Hype or High Potential? Implications for Strategy-Makers
2004 Competitiveness through Public-Private Partnership: Successes and Lessons Learned
2003 Business for Development: Implications for Strategy-Makers
2002 Managing Competitive Advantage: The Values of National Strategy
2001 Is Your Trade Support Network Working?
2000 Export Development and the Digital Economy
1999 Redefining Trade Promotion – The Need for a Strategic Response

